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Abstract—DC-to-dc resonant converters have been the object of
much attention lately. These converters have the potential to pro-
vide high-performance conversion without some of the problems
associated with classical pulse-width modulation (PWM)-based
converters, thus allowing for smaller, lighter power supplies.
However, in order to achieve this, a suitable control circuit,
capable of maintaining the desired output voltage under different
operating conditions, is required. In the past, small signal models
obtained around the nominal operating points were used to design
controllers that attempted to keep the output voltage constant in
the presence of input perturbations. However, these controllers
did not take into account either load or components variations,
and thus could lead to instability in the face of component or
load changes. Moreover, the prediction of the frequency range for
stability was donea posteriori, either experimentally or by a trial-
and-error approach. In this paper we use�-synthesis to design a
robust controller for a conventional parallel resonant converter.
In addition to guaranteeing stability for a wide range of load
conditions, the proposed controller rejects disturbances at the
converter input while keeping the control input and the settling
time within values compatible with a practical implementation.
These results are validated by means of detailed nonlinear circuit
simulations obtained using P-spice.

Index Terms—Resonant converters, robust control,�-synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RADITIONALLY, dc-to-dc power conversion has been
based upon the use of switching-mode circuits, controlled

using pulse-width modulation (PWM) techniques [1]. In PWM
converters, the switching of the power semiconductor devices
is done under high current levels. Hence, in order to reduce
switching losses, the operating frequencies of these converters
are limited. Furthermore, the high-frequency harmonic compo-
nents due to the quasi-square switching current and/or voltage
waveforms produce high levels of electromagnetic interference
(EMI) [2], [3].

In contrast, in resonant converters the capacitor voltage and
inductor current waveforms exhibit sinusoidal behaviors, al-
lowing for higher operating frequencies. These high operating
frequencies result in smaller, lighter magnetic components
and faster transient responses. As a matter of fact, today’s
dc-to-dc resonant converters have their operating frequencies
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well in the megahertz range [4], with power density up to 50
W/in . Another advantage of resonant converters over PWM
converters is the substantially lower harmonic content.

These features, combined with a steadily increasing demand
for smaller size and lighter weight high-performance dc-to-dc
converters in industrial, residential, and aerospace applica-
tions, have resulted in widespread interests in high-frequency
resonant converters.

Depending on how energy is transformed from the resonant
tank (LC) to the output circuit, these resonant converters are
classified asseries [5]–[12] and parallel [5], [7], [10]–[17]
resonant converters. In the series type the energy is coupled
from the inductor current to the output circuit, whereas in
the parallel type the energy is transferred from the capacitor
voltage or inductor voltage. In both types, the resonant tank
(LC) plays the role of buffering the energy from the source
to the output circuit.

The steady-state and dynamic behaviors of both the con-
ventional series and parallel resonant converters have been
thoroughly analyzed [2], [7], [8], [13], [14], [16], [18]. This
analysis shows that series resonant converters require a wide
range of switching frequencies in order to compensate for
small load variations. Hence, they are preferred in applications
with tight load regulations [6], [9], [16]. Unlike the series
type ones, parallel resonant converters are more attractive to
applications that need to accommodate a wide range of load
variations [14], [15], [17].

It is well known that parallel resonant converters can
operate in two modes: continuous conduction mode (CCM)
[7], [13], [14] and discontinuous mode (DM) [19], [20].
Compared to CM converters, discontinuous mode operat-
ing converters have lower losses, due to zero-current and
zero-voltage commutations occurring at internally controlled
switching instants. However, this is achieved at the price of
high current and voltage peaks that can cause intensive device
stress. From a controller design standpoint, the presence of
internally controlled switching instants renders the analysis of
the operation of DM converters far more involved than in the
CM case [19]. Additionally, since the voltage input–output
transfer ratio is highly dependent on the load resistance, it is
difficult to accommodate a wide range of loads.

Finally, quantum parallel resonant converters (QPRC’s) [21]
have been recently proposed as alternatives to conventional
PRC’s. QPR converters can be controlled to have nearly
zero device voltage switching stresses and switching losses.
However, modeling and controlling of these converters is
difficult, due to their discontinuous switching modes and
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Fig. 1. The conventional second-order PRC circuit diagram.

quantized characteristics resulting in highly nonlinear output
voltage versus load and switching conditions characteris-
tics.

For the reasons mentioned above, in this paper we will
concentrate only on parallel resonant converters operating at
continuous conduction mode. Several techniques commonly
used to control CCM PRC’s were compared in [22]. As
shown there, most of these techniques have a relatively poor
performance. A proposed alternative control law is the opti-
mal trajectory control method, which achieves good nominal
performance, but entails using a complex, nonlinear controller.

Recently, small signal models obtained using perturbation
methods have been used to design controllers that attempt
to keep the output voltage constant in the presence of input
perturbations [23]. However, these controllers did not take
into account either load or component variations. Moreover,
prediction of the admissible load range for stability was
donea posteriori, either experimentally or by a trial-and-error
approach.

In this paper, we use-synthesis (see [24] and [25] and ref-
erences therein) to design a robust controller for a conventional
CCM PRC. The design objective is to robustly reject input
variations in the presence of load and component uncertainties,
while keeping both control actions and settling time small.
This is accomplished by selecting appropriate weight functions
reflecting these requirements.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly
describe the conventional PRC and we provide a small signal
model around the nominal operating point. In Section III, we
analyze the characteristics of the plant. This analysis provides
some insights into the nature of the control problem, in par-
ticular displaying the relatively poor control characteristics of
the plant. In Section IV, we indicate how to characterize plant
uncertainty and we design a robust controller to achieve robust
performance (i.e., guaranteed performance for all possible
plants) using -synthesis. In Section V, we provide linear
and nonlinear simulation results showing the performance of
the closed-loop system under different conditions. Finally, in
Section VI, we summarize our results.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. The Conventional Parallel Resonant Converter

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of a conventional second-order PRC
[23]. The combinations of the diodes and transistors form
bidirectional switches operating at 50% duty ratio. Thus, in
each switching period the resonant circuit- is alternatively
excited by and . The large output inductor and
capacitor are used to minimize the load effect on the
resonant capacitor voltage and to ensure the constant output
voltage through the output circuit [13]. As for notation, the
resistor and the voltages and represent the load, the
line (input) and the output, respectively.

Throughout this paper we will use as nominal parameters
the following values, taken from the design example in [13,
ch. 2]:

For convenience, we introduce the following normalized vari-
ables:

where the resonant frequency .
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B. Small Signal Model

Under steady-state conditions it can be shown that, for a
PRC operating in the continuous conduction mode [23], there
are four circuit modes in each switching period. Thus the
converter is a nonlinear variable structure system, with its
steady-state trajectory uniquely determined by the normalized
switching frequency and the load condition [11]. For
a given operating point, a discrete-time small signal model
of the converter can be obtained by using a perturbation
method [23]. The sampling time for this discrete-time model
is equal to , where is the switching period.
Therefore, it follows that this model is correct under small
signal perturbations with frequencies up to the operating
switching frequency rad/s.

The discrete-time model from the normalized switching
frequency and the normalized line to the normal-
ized output (to simplify the notation, we use the same
variables for both the steady state and its perturbation) at the
nominal operating point is given by the following state-space
realization [23]:

where

The state variables and inputs are defined as

where and are the normalized resonant inductor
current, capacitor voltage and output current, respectively.

C. Control Objectives

Fig. 2 illustrates the diagram used for control design. In
the small signal model of the converter there are two inputs:
line voltage and switching frequency . The switching
frequency will be used as the control input to the plant.
The objective is to synthesize a controller having as input the
error signal (obtained by comparing the output voltage versus
the reference input) and as output the switching frequency,
such that the output voltage is kept at a prescribed level (in
our case, V, i.e., ) at all operating points.
This problem can further be divided into four parts.

1) Line regulation (nominal performance). The line voltage
is often unregulated and could have a substantial range
of variation, typically around 20%. This variation will
be modeled as an external disturbance, thus leading to

Fig. 2. The diagram for control design.

a disturbance rejection problem. Performance specifica-
tions for this type of problems are usually given in terms
of time-domain quantities, such as:

a) zero steady-state error;
b) small overshoot at output (usually less than 10% for

reference input step response);
c) appropriate settling times for both line and reference

inputs step responses (5 ms at most in our case);
d) a closed-loop bandwidth of at least 360 Hz in order

to successfully suppress line ripple.

2) Load regulation (robust stability). On the other hand,
the load condition could also vary over a wide range.
Since the load enters the dynamics of the model,
load variations will appear as model uncertainty and
could possibly lead to stability problems. Normally
the load changes from 10% at low load to 90% at
full load condition. Other model uncertainties, such as
unmodeled high-frequency dynamics and uncertainties
in the resonant inductor and capacitor , will also be
considered.

3) Robust performance. Since the converter operates at a
wide range of load conditions, the performance require-
ments must be satisfied at all operating points. This is
equivalent to requiring satisfactory response under both
line and load variations.

4) Finally, in order to guarantee implementability of the
resulting controller, all physical variables must be lim-
ited to practical values. Due to the high sampling rate
(roughly 200 kHz) of the plant, a digital implementation
of the controller would require a specialized digital
signal processor (DSP), with enough processing power
to carry out the required operations in a very short period
of time. As an alternative to the sampling and hold (S/H)
circuitry, the controller will be implemented with an
analog circuit consisting of a VCO and other analog
devices.

III. A NALYSIS OF THE PLANT

A. Control Characteristics

For a PRC converter operating in steady-state conditions, the
input–output relationships can be represented by the control
characteristics curves, relating the output voltage to the load
and switching frequency. Given any two variables among the
normalized output , switching frequency ratio and
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Fig. 3. The conventional PRC control characteristics curves.

output load , the third variable can be determined from
the curves. Thus, these curves allow for easily visualizing
the effects of the switching frequency and the load upon the
converter output. From a control point of view, the control
characteristics curves allow us to make an initial estimate of
the load change that can be tolerated and to see some of the
difficulties inherent to the load regulation problem.

Fig. 3 shows the control characteristics curves for vari-
ous output loads , obtained analytically from the steady-
state analysis. To maintain the output voltage constant in
the presence of perturbations, the controller should adjust the
switching frequency to keep the converter operating along the
dashed line indicated in Fig. 3. As the converter is perturbed
away from the nominal operating point (marked with a * in the
figure) the plant dynamics may vary significantly. As pointed
out in [23], this relatively poor control characteristics result in
a difficult control problem.

Remark 1: Note that from Fig. 3 it follows that at lighter
loads (higher , larger and lower ), a small frequency
change will result in larger output changes. Thus, we should
expect that the control problem will become more difficult at
larger values. In the next section we will show, through a
frequency domain analysis, that this is exactly the case.

B. Frequency Responses

From the discrete-time state-space model, we can easily
get the -transfer functions from the normalized switching
frequency and the normalized line input to the
normalized output

(1)

Following a common approach, we will carry out the analysis
of the plant and the synthesis of a digital controller using a-

plane approach [26]. To this effect, the bilinear transformation

(2)

is used to get the transfer functions in the frequency domain
. These transfer functions, still denoted as and ,

are given by

(3)

(4)

The above transfer functions correspond to the nominal load
. As stated before, since the load enter the

dynamics of the converter, load variations result in different
transfer functions. Figs. 4 and 5 show the frequency responses
of and corresponding to several different load
conditions, respectively.

These figures show that as the load becomes lighter (larger
), the overshoot increases, leading to a more difficult control

problem. This conclusion is consistent with the conclusion
drawn in the last section from the study of the control
characteristics. On the other hand, the control characteristics
require that be greater than in order to get the
prescribed output voltage. Since in our design example the
value of is chosen to be 2.5, it follows that should be
greater than . Therefore, in the sequel we will assume
that varies within the range 151–1200.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN

As mentioned in Section II, our goal is to design a controller
that satisfies the performance specifications listed there for
all load conditions in the range 151 1200
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Fig. 4. Frequency responsesG(s) at different load conditions.

Fig. 5. Frequency responsesGg(s) at different load conditions.

assuming that the values of the components of the resonant
tank are known within a 10% tolerance. In the sequel we will
solve this problem by recasting it into a robust performance
synthesis form and using-synthesis [27]. To this effect we
need first to describe the family of plants corresponding to
different values of the load as a nominal plant subject to
uncertainty, as described in the next section.

A. Plant Description and Uncertainty Weight Selection

In this paper we will address the model uncertainty caused
by load variations by using a single, norm bounded, multi-
plicative uncertainty to cover all possible plants as follows:
Let and denote the transfer functions from the

control input and line input to the output at operating points
other than the nominal point ( ), respectively.
Following a practice common in robust control, we will
represent these transfer functions as

(5)

(6)

where and are the nominal transfer functions
given in (3) and (4), respectively, and are fixed
weighting functions containing all the information available
about the frequency distribution of the uncertainty, and where

and are stable transfer functions representing
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Fig. 6. Multiplicative uncertainties (control to output) and weight.

Fig. 7. Multiplicative uncertainties (line to output) and weight.

model uncertainty. Furthermore, without loss of generality
(by absorbing any scaling factor into and if
necessary), it can be assumed that and

, where . Thus,
and are such that their respective magnitude

Bode plots cover the Bode plots of all possible plants. Some
sample uncertainties corresponding to different values of the
load are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. We can see that in both
figures the multiplicative uncertainties have a peak around the
resonant frequency. This peak becomes larger and steeper as
the load resistance increases.

Based on these plots, the following multiplicative uncer-
tainty weights were chosen for control design (see [28] for

more details on uncertainty weight selection):

(7)

(8)

The magnitude frequency responses of and
are also shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. These figures
clearly show that attempting to cover the sharp peak around
the resonant frequency will result in large gaps between the
weight and the uncertainty at high frequencies, introducing
conservatism at that frequency range. On the other hand, a
tighter fit at high frequencies using higher order functions will
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Uncertainties due to�10% changes ofL and/orC at extreme load conditionsRo = 1200 and 151 
.

result in high-order controllers. The weights (7) and (8) used
in our design provide a good tradeoff between robustness and
controller complexity.

We turn our attention now to the effects of changes in the
values of and , the resonant tank components. Since these
changes affect the location of the resonant peak, they could

conceivably destabilize any controller designed based upon
its nominal location. Fig. 8 shows the changes in the transfer
functions due to 10% changes in the values of and/or .
It is worth noticing that our choice of weighting functions

and will also cover this family of plants, even at the
extreme load conditions and . Thus, a robust
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Fig. 9. The block diagram of the converter including the uncertainty due to
load and component variations.

Fig. 10. Block diagram with the uncertainty “pulled” out of the loop.

controller designed using these weighting functions will be
able to accommodate both changes in the load condition and
uncertainty in and .

Fig. 9 shows a block diagram of the converter, taking
into account the uncertainty. By “pulling” the uncertainty
out of the loop, this diagram can be recast in the form
shown in Fig. 10, where represents the nominal converter
(including the weights and ), is the controller to
be designed, and where the combined uncertainty
block has a block diagonal structure.
Designing a controller to stabilize a system of this form
is a standard robust control problem that can be solved
using -synthesis. In the next section, for the sake of com-
pleteness, we briefly cover the fundamentals of this method.
Interested readers are referred to [24] and [25] for a more
detailed discussion of the history and theory of bothand

-synthesis.

B. Structured Singular Value and-Synthesis

Consider the generalized system interconnection shown in
Fig. 11, consisting of a stable transfer function matrix(in
our case the combination of the nominal converterand
the controller ) and a “feedback” term , representing
model uncertainty with a block diagonal structure of the form

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. (a) Robust stability problem. (b) Robust performance as a robust
stability problem.

Fig. 12. The block diagram for�-synthesis.

(see [29])

block

stable (9)

The stability of this interconnection has been analyzed in
[29]–[31]. In [20] and [31], Safonov and Athans defined the
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Fig. 13. Performance weightsWe(s) and Wu(s).

multivariable stability margin as the largest positive
such that the interconnection is stable for all ,
i.e.,

for some (10)

where and where denotes the
maximum singular value. Thus, is an indicator of the
largest uncertainty permissible before instability occurs. In
[29], Doyle introduced the concept of structured singular value
(SSV or ), defined as shown in (11) at the bottom of the page.
Hence, is simply equal to the reciprocal of .

As shown in [29], if is a stable transfer matrix, the
necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability of the
interconnected system for all perturbations is that

Robust performance (i.e., guaranteed performance for all pos-
sible plants in the set) can be addressed by recasting the
problem into an augmented robust stability problem by intro-
ducing an additional fictitious perturbation block , as shown
in Fig. 11(b), where and represent exogenous inputs and
outputs subject to performance specifications, respectively. It
can be shown (see the main loop theorem in [25]) thatrobust

performanceis achieved if and only if

where contains now both the uncertainty
and the performance blocks.

provides a useful tool for robustness analysis that com-
bines unstructured and structured uncertainty, robust stability,
and robust performance in a unified, nonconservative, frame-
work. It can even be extended to cover parametric uncertainty
(real ). Unfortunately, at the present time there are no efficient
algorithms for computing the exact value of for general
perturbation structures. Instead, the following upper bound is
used [29], [31]:

(12)

where represents a set of positive definite hermitian matrices
with a diagonal block structure that commutes with that of.
It can be shown that problem (12) can be recast as a con-
vex optimization problem, leading to efficient computational
algorithms. Moreover, this upper bound coincides with the
exact value of for perturbation structures having up to three
blocks. For more than three blocks, the bound is no longer
tight. However, the largest gap ever observed is less than
15% (corresponding to an example built analytically), and is
substantially lower in most cases arising in practice [25].

for some
if no destabilizes

(11)
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Fig. 14. Frequency responses of� (solid) and phase-lag (dash) controllers.

From the discussion above it follows that controllers guar-
anteeing robust stability or robust performance can be synthe-
sized by solving the following optimization problem:

K stabilizing

where the notation is used to indicate explicitly that the
closed-loop transfer matrix is a function of the controller

. Due to the difficulties in computing the exact value of,
the upper bound (12) is used instead, yielding the following
optimization problem (in and

K stabilizing
(13)

Robust stability or robust performance is achieved if .
While the optimization problem (13) is convex either in the

scales or in the controller , it is not jointly convex in
and . Thus, there potentially exist local minima where an
optimization algorithm may get trapped. The solution method
currently used alternates between finding the tightest possible
upper bound by optimizing the scales while holding the
controller constant (an infinite dimensional convex optimiza-
tion problem); and finding an internally stabilizing controller
that minimizes this upper bound (a standard control
problem). This algorithm, known as the “ ” iteration, is
implemented both in the Robust Control Toolbox [32] and
Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox [32], and can be summarized
as follows.

1) synthesis. Holding fixed, use synthesis to
solve

K stabilizing
(14)

In the first iteration is often set to (identity matrix).
After the first iteration the scale obtained in Step 3)
is used.

2) analysis. Calculate the upper bound of for the
closed-loop system obtained using the controller
from Step 1). This entails solving the following infinite
dimensional optimization problem:

(15)

This problem is approximately solved by finding the
value of over a finite grid of frequency points .

3) fitting. The approximate solution to the optimal
scaling problem of Step 2) is found by fitting the values

with a real-rational, proper, stable, minimum-
phase transfer matrix Note that the order of
the controller is that of the augmented plant (plant
weights) 2 order of . Thus, in order to obtain
controllers with reasonable complexity, the order of
should be kept low (usually first or second order).

4) Go to Step 1) until the stop criterion is met, which means
that the condition is satisfied.

As mentioned before, while due to the lack of joint convexity
in and , this algorithm is not theoretically guaranteed to
converge to the global minimum, it works well in practice, and
has allowed for solving many difficult engineering problems
(see, for instance, [33]).

C. Performance Weight Selection

Fig. 12 shows the block diagram used for-synthesis in our
case. As discussed in Section IV-A, here and are scalar
blocks, representing the model uncertainty perturbations from
the control and line inputs respectively, and and are
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Closed-loop frequency responses for� (solid) and phase-lag (dash) controllers: (a)Ro = 208 
 and (b)Ro = 1200 
.

the corresponding uncertainty weights. As we discussed in the
last section, in order to guarantee robust performance we need
to add to this structure an additional (fictitious) uncertainty
block , along with the corresponding performance weights

and , associated with the tracking/regulation error and
the control effort, respectively. In this Section, we briefly
describe the method used to select these weights. Note in

passing that since the line input is modeled as a disturbance
input, the associated uncertainty block can be absorbed
into the performance block to further simplify the problem.
However, this will introduce unnecessary conservatism in the
design.

The selection of and entails a tradeoff among
different performance requirements, specifically good regula-
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tion versus peak control action. The weight on the control error
is usually selected to be very large at low frequencies

in order to get good tracking and regulation. Additionally, as
pointed out in Section IV-B, the order of the weights should
be kept low in order to keep the controller complexity low.
A good compromise between performance and complexity is
given by weighting functions of the form

(16)

where is the desired steady-state error (will be zero if
zero steady-state is required); approximately determines
the bandwidth ( ) and hence the rising time and
settling time; where the ratio is associated with per-
formance requirements against high-frequency noise (see [34]
and references therein for more details). Note that there is no
exact relationship between the parametersand and time
domain performance specifications given in terms of rise-time,
settling-time, and overshoot. The design of multiobjective
robust controllers subject to both time and frequency domain
specifications is, to a large extent, an open problem, although
some progress has been made recently (see [35] and references
therein).

When using frequency domain weights to enforce time-
domain specifications, an initial guess could be made based
on classic control methods. Usually, an iterative procedure
alternating between weight selection, controller synthesis, and
performance evaluation is then conducted in order to obtain
a satisfactory design. When all the performance specifications
are met but there is still room left for improvement, usually we
only improve , in order to get a response as fast as possible,
while still satisfying other specifications.

Based on this discussion, the following weights, offering
a good compromise among all the conflicting time–domain
specifications, were selected:

(17)

(18)

Here the weight on the control input was chosen close
to a differentiator to penalize fast changes and large overshoot
in control input. These weights give a closed-loop bandwidth
of approximately rad/s. Note that with this

zero steady-state error will be achieved. We may relax

this performance requirement if we allow for a small, nonzero,
steady-state error. The frequency responses of and

are shown in Fig. 13.

D. Controller Synthesis

By using the uncertainty description developed in
SectionIV-A and the performance weights of Section IV-
C, we get an uncertainty structure consisting of
two scalar blocks (corresponding to the robust stability
requirements) and a 2 2 block (corresponding to the
robust performance requirements). Note that in this case,
since the structure has only three blocks, the upper bound
of , coincides with its exact value.
The robust controller was synthesized using theAnalysis
and Synthesis Toolbox [27], applied to the block diagram
shown in Fig. 2. After four iterations with third-order

-scalings, we obtained a 18th-order controller yielding
. Finally, Hankel norm model reduction

yielded a sixth-order controller with virtually no performance
degradation The state-space description
of this reduced order controller is given by

(19)

where we have the equations shown at the bottom of the page.
In order to benchmark the performance of the robust con-

troller, we also designed a phase-lag controller using classical
design tools, based on the plant frequency responses at the
various operating points shown in Fig. 4. To improve perfor-
mance, this controller was further tuned by trial and error. The
transfer function of the final controller is given by

(20)

The frequency responses of both theand the phase-lag
controllers are shown in Fig. 14. Both controllers have similar
responses at low frequencies, while at high frequencies the
gain of the controller decays faster in order to accommodate
the model uncertainties at high frequencies.

Fig. 15 shows the closed-loop frequency responses for the
nominal plant and for the lightest load considered in the design.
Note that in both cases thecontroller provides lower gain and
better rolloff at high frequencies. Moreover, while the response
corresponding to the phase-lag controller is acceptable for the
nominal plant, it exhibits a large peak at the resonant frequency
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Fig. 16. Frequency responses of the digital and sampled controllers.

at light loads. As we will show in Section V, this peak results
in significant performance deterioration at these loads.

E. Controller Implementation

Given the relatively high sampling rate (roughly 200 kHz),
of the plant, a digital implementation of the sixth-order-
domain controller may require a specialized DSP processor,
with enough processing power to carry out the required
operations in a very short period of time. As an alternative,
we propose to implement this controller using an analog,
continuous-time controller, connected to the plant through
sample and hold devices. Fig. 16 shows the frequency re-
sponse of the -controller obtained by using the bilinear
transform to convert the-domain controller to the-domain,
versus the frequency response of the-domain controller
obtained by simply sampling the inputs and outputs of (19).
From the figure it follows that both responses are quite close,
due to the fact that the sampling frequency is much higher
than the bandwidth of the controller. Moreover, notice that
the converter itself provides a sample and hold action. Thus,
connecting the -domain controller directly to the plant should
provide a response closely resembling that of the true-
domain -controller. This is the case as we will show in
Section V-B through the use of a nonlinear simulation of the
closed-loop system.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Linear Simulation

The closed-loop system corresponding to thecontroller
was simulated at the nominal operating point
and at two extreme cases and , using the

corresponding linear model of the plant. The time responses
to 20% step change in line voltage and reference input
are shown in Fig. 17.

For the nominal case , the settling time is about
2.5 ms for both line voltage change and reference input change.
The output responses are satisfactory since the settling time is
smaller than the required 5 ms, with no overshoot. The control
action in these responses is also adequate, without overshoot
or abrupt change. This is due to the choice of the weight

, penalizing fast changes and overshoots in the control
action.

When the operating point moves to , the
settling times for both step changes are about 4 ms. This
increase is mainly due to the significant decrease in plant
static gain (see Fig. 4). The controller is undertuned at this
operating point in order to achieve robust performance. When
the operating point moves toward lighter loads, the responses
are almost the same as the nominal, except that for the case

(note that this load is the lightest load considered
in our design), some chattering in both the output and control
input starts to show off at the beginning of the responses. The
occurrence of the chattering is linked to the large peak in the
plant frequency response at lighter loads, barely covered by
the uncertainty weights and .

From the simulation results it follows that the controller
achieves robust performance, since all performance specifica-
tions are satisfied at all operating points of interest. However
significant variation of performance is also observed. This is a
direct result of the large variation in the plant dynamics, and
any fixed linear controller can do very little in this respect.
To reduce this variation will require using a nonlinear, gain
scheduling controller.
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Fig. 17. Linear simulation results with� controller at different operating pointsRo = 208 (solid), 151 (dash), and 1200 (dot)
. (a) Reference input
step change (20%). (b) Line voltage step change (20%).

Fig. 18. Linear simulation results with phase-lag controller at different operating pointsRo = 208 (solid), 151 (dash) and 1200 (dot)
: (a) Reference
input step change (20%). (b) Line voltage step change (20%).

The same simulation was performed for the closed–loop
system corresponding to the phase-lag controller. The
time responses to 20% step change in line voltage
and reference input at three different operating points:

and are shown in Fig. 18. They
are similar to the responses with thecontroller except that
the performance is far worse for . This is

due to the phase-lag controller inability to provide enough
attenuation to counteract the increment in the magnitude
of the resonant peak of the plant at heavy loads, as
shown in Fig. 15. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 19, at

the phase-lag controller fails to stabilize the
system, while the controller can still produce acceptable
performance.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Step responses of the closed-loop system atRo = 2400 
: (a) � controller (stable). (b) Phase-lag controller (unstable).

B. Nonlinear Simulations and Validation

It should be noted that the linear simulations performed
in Section V-A were done using the linearized model of the
converter. While linear simulations at different load condi-
tions can usually provide an approximate evaluation of load
regulation performance, this is usually insufficient to assess

the performance of a highly nonlinear system such as the
converter. Thus, to further validate our results, a nonlinear
simulation of the PRC circuit was performed using P-Spice.
The closed-loop system was obtained by first realizing the
transfer function (19) using operational amplifiers and then
connecting this controller to the converter.
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Fig. 20. Nonlinear simulation results with� controller at different operating pointsRo = 208 (solid), 151 (dash) and 1200 (dot)
: (a) Reference
input step change (20%). (b) Line voltage step change (20%).

Fig. 20 shows the responses due to reference input and line
voltage step changes. Note that these results are similar to
those obtained using a linear simulation as shown in Fig. 17.
In the responses to line voltage step change and reference step
change, settling times are slightly larger than those in the linear
simulation. The chattering observed in the output voltage is
substantial, due to the periodic and switching behavior of the
converter (periodic charge and discharge of capacitor).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Due to their smaller size and lighter weight, resonant dc-
to-dc converters have been the object of much attention
lately. These converters have the potential to provide high-
performance conversion, without some of the problems associ-
ated with classical PWM-based converters. However, realizing
this potential requires a suitable control circuit, guaranteeing
performance in the presence of line-input disturbances, load
changes and component variations.

In this paper we address the problem of synthesizing these
controllers within the framework of -synthesis. In order to
cast our problem into this framework, uncertainties in the
load and components are modeled as a single, norm-bounded,
complex perturbation covering all possible plants. The design
example of Section V demonstrates that different performance
requirements can be easily incorporated by using suitable
weights on the corresponding input and output signals and
that conflicting performance specifications can be traded off by
adjusting these weights. Detailed nonlinear circuit simulations
show that the resulting controller fully satisfies the design
objectives, meeting the performance specifications for a wide
range of loads. Thus, the-synthesis robust control framework

provides a systematic way for synthesizing controllers for
resonant converters, avoiding the need for lengthy trial and
error type iterations, without guarantee of success.
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